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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday July 8, 2019

1840  An officer made a traffic stop on Dorothy at Woodman and arrested Davis J. F. Bruner, w/m/28, on a warrant. 19-28145

2010  Officers responded to 2600 N. Aragon and arrested Jason M. Jones, w/m/41, on a warrant. 19-28158

2048  Officers responded to the Budget Inn and arrested Patricia A. Fromen, w/f/50, for DC/Pub. Intox. 19-28161

0044  Officers responded to 2901 Wilmington, McDonalds, on the report of intoxicated subjects. They arrived and arrested Amanda P. Searcy, w/f/35, and Neecha L. Miller, w/f/28, for DC/Pub. Intox. Miller also had an active warrant for her arrest. 19-28195

Tuesday July 9, 2019

1630  Officers responded to 1705 Renee on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Aaron V.D. Engle, w/m/24, on a warrant. He was also charged with drug possession. 19-28286

2115  Officers responded to the Fraze on an intoxicated subject. They arrived and arrested Jeffrey S. Davis, w/m/56, for DC/Pub. Intox. 19-28319
Wednesday July 10, 2019

0923 Officers responded to 1901 Hazel on the report of an unresponsive subject. They arrived and after medics revived the subject they arrested **David J. Kalter, w/m/37**, for possessing drug abuse instruments and child endangerment. *19-28369*

1942 An officer made contact with a suspicious in the area of S. Dixie and Bowman. **Kenneth R. Fultz II, w/m/43**, was arrested on a warrant and for drug abuse. *19-28454*

1959 An officer responded to 4453 Wilmington apt B and arrested **Wesley R. Watkins, w/m/51**, on a warrant. *19-48735*

2040 An officer arrested **Amanda L. Jobson, w/f/38**, on a warrant after he observed her walking near Reardon and Forrer. *19-28459*

2112 Officers responded to an address on Reardon on a welfare check. They arrived and found that **Gary L. Behr, w/m/68**, had passed away. No foul play suspected. *19-28470*

0309 An officer responded to Fairborn Jail and arrested **Ryan A. Slone**, *w/m/27*, on a warrant. *17-53926*

Thursday July 11, 2019

1134 Officers responded to 2600 Barryknoll on a domestic. They arrived and arrested **Joseph J. Smith, w/m/32**, on DV. *19-28531*

1951 Officers responded to an address on Mohican and found that **Jane D. Moehlman, 67**, had passed away of nat. causes. *19-28599*

2215 An officer responded to Fairborn jail on a warrant service. He arrived and arrested **June F. Doss, w/f/54**, on a warrant. *19-22729*

2324 An officer made a traffic stop on Patterson at Carillon and arrested **Stephanie A. Adams, b/f/40**, on a warrant. *19-28631*

0327 An officer stopped a vehicle at Georgetown Apts and, after a short foot chase, arrested **Scott E. Salyer, w/m/25**, on failure to comply and obstruction. *19-28654*. 
Friday July 12, 2019

0900 Officers responded to 5415 Kettering Sq. North on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Nathan L. Schwarck, w/m/19, for DV.19-28671

1921 Officers responded to 2926 Fields and arrested Randall A. Stansell, w/m/50, for domestic violence.19-28735

0145 An officer arrested Christian L. Travis, w/m/33, on a warrant at 2880 Corrlington.19-28800

Saturday July 13, 2019

1043 Officers responded to 1146 Laverne and arrested Joseph R. Gibson, w/m/34, for domestic violence.19-28830

1905 Officers arrested William D. Cooper, b/m/24, for domestic violence that occurred at 500 Lincoln Park.19-28897

2234 Officers responded to a fatal, roll over crash on Dorothy and Patterson. They arrived and found that Alexander D. Wilson, b/m/23, was trapped. He was pronounced deceased by KFD. Investigation continues.19-28929

Sunday July 14, 2019

1431 Officers responded to 2817 Nacoma on a domestic. They arrived and charged two female juveniles with DV.19-28977

1857 Officers responded to 3040 Brickwall on the report of an intox. driver. They arrived and arrested Jennifer M. Link, w/f/36, for OVI.19-29012

2331 An officer stopped a vehicle at 1709 Redbush and arrested James K. England, w/m/28, for obstruction and DUS.19-29046

2355 Officers stopped a suspicious vehicle on Wilmington Pk and arrested Shamar T. Withers, b/m/21, for DV after investigation discovered that he’d threatened to harm his girlfriend.19-29050

0302 Officers arrested Rashele R. L. Flippo, w/f/33, for shoplifting at Meijer. The officers witnessed the theft and placed her under arrest. She was also charged with drug possession, drug abuse instruments and drug paraphernalia.19-29071